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Connected, Automated Travel and Expense Management:
Why Now?
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Your business – regardless of its size – operates in a
modern and largely digital business environment. And
yet many small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs)
today are still using disjointed processes for booking
travel and handwritten records to track and manage
associated expenses. As your company starts travelling
again, it will be more important than ever to have full
visibility into – and control over – travel and expenses
so you can control costs, maximise cash flow, and
direct funds where they are needed most.
But as you know, travel is notoriously difficult to manage,
and formal programmes are often too costly and
complicated for most SMBs today. So, many firms try to
get by with the status quo of manual processes or
homegrown systems. Consider your own business:
• Do the employees who travel for work make their
own travel reservations?

• Do they have to keep copies of paper receipts for taxis
and dining out, print out emails received from online
bookings, and snip and print Apple Pay views for
expenses while on the go?
• Are they still entering expense data into spreadsheets
or Microsoft Word forms, taping paper receipts to
blank sheets, and generating a large pile of reports for
approval and reimbursement each month?
• If your company doesn’t issue corporate credit cards,
are employees expected to float these costs until they
receive payment?
These fragmented, laborious approaches to travel and
expense management not only hurt productivity and
distract and frustrate employees, but they also give
finance managers little control over travel-related
decisions and costs.
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The Benefits of Automation: Not Just for Large Businesses
Anymore
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Challenged to adapt to new business uncertainties, more companies are exploring automated travel and expense
(T&E) management solutions, which provide improved visibility and control over travel and expenses by coordinating
interactions between dozens of systems and partner entities. Now available through the cloud, these solutions have
become more affordable and easier to deploy than ever before. They provide a seamless experience for business
travellers and give finance leaders the power to control travel-related expenses.

63% of SMBs want to integrate

spend management for better cash
flow visibility1

1., 2. AMI-Partners Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management Software Study, July 2019.

72% of SMBs want to improve
operational efficiency and
productivity2
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IN PRACTICAL TERMS, WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE?
With the right solution, you should gain control of
travel and expenses – without adding complexity. The
seamless experience for travellers should start before
employees even walk out the door. They can book trips
where and how they want, and all their itinerary details
and confirmation information is neatly organised and at
their fingertips.
And because data from all those bookings and charges
flows right into your solution, expense reports are
automatically populated with itemised, categorised
charges. Employees get to use tools they like without the
hassles of coordinating travel details, filling out expense
reports, or chasing paper receipts. And you’ll get visibility

3. AMI-Partners Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management Software Study, July 2019.

into what you’re spending and where you can save to
help take the pressure off budgets and cash flow. Even
more important, the right solution should give you visibility
into where your employees are when they’re on the
road, so you can support them if disruptions or other
problems arise.
According to AMI-Partners, companies automating
T&E management report:3
responses to
59% Better
business challenges due

to improved visibility into
company spend data

£24,000 in average
annual savings
~10 hours saved for
financial staff weekly

Time savings through
better efficiency (62%)
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Key Decision Factors: Supplier Innovation, Integration,
and Data Handling
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As noted by IDC, “The best T&E systems are those that
understand that at its most fundamental level, travel
and expense is about moving data quickly, securely, and
efficiently from one party to the next.”4 Data must move
along new workflows, be passed between third parties
and business systems, and flow through digital payment
systems in a secure, transparent manner.

“

It is critical that buyers look
for a technology partner that can
take them well into the future and
meet their anticipated T&E
business needs.”5

Equally important, because T&E automation solutions
are evolving rapidly, it’s vital to evaluate each supplier’s
commitment to – and long-term investment in –
ongoing innovation, integration with third-party
systems, and data handling across extended
workflows. This means assessing future, planned
capabilities as carefully as current capabilities and
choosing a technology partner who can help take you
into the future – for example, by embedding artificial
intelligence into workflows. Your technology partner
should also have a vision for how T&E will change over
the next three to five years.

4., 5. “IDC MarketScape: Worldwide SaaS and Cloud-Enabled SMB Travel and Expense Management Applications 2019 Vendor Assessment” IDC, December 2019.
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As part of this broader assessment of technology suppliers, you should:

Look for integration of payments with expense
reports: Recent advancements in payment
methods and technology allow payments to be
integrated with expense reports, which shortens
the time and distance between employee
expense submissions and reimbursements.

Prioritise solutions with best-in-class data
security: Digital payment processes are a
target for fraudulent behaviour by internal and
external threats. Validate that your solution
provider uses the latest data security protocols
and fraudulent pattern detection capabilities.

Look for solutions with an ecosystem around
them: Connected T&E management processes
run best when they are integrated with your
ERP, accounts payable, HCM, and CRM systems.
So, look for a solution provider that’s focused
on building out their partner ecosystem and
prebuilding integrations to streamline data flows.

Explore the automation of key workflows: Take
full advantage of mobile technology and choose
a solution that embeds intelligence within
workflows for travel booking, itinerary
management, and approvals. Equally important,
look for solutions that leverage AI-driven robotic
process automation or machine learning to
automate repetitive, lower-level tasks.
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Adoption Is the Critical Success Factor – So Keep It Simple
for Users
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Ultimately, success depends on widespread adoption by
your employees and finance leaders. As a result, focus on
software suppliers that are best positioned to deliver a
top-notch experience for them – one defined by
simplicity, ease of use, and access from anywhere on any
device. Top considerations include:
• The quality of the mobile user experience: SMBs
that are listening to their employees are focused on
making it easier for employees to record expenses and
file expense reports directly from their mobile devices.
Carefully explore the quality of each solution’s mobile
user experience and consider involving a few
representative employees to provide feedback on it.
• The level of consumerisation reflected in the
solution: Business travellers increasingly expect their
business applications to provide familiar, consumer6. AMI-Partners Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management Software Study, July 2019.

like user experiences. Look for solutions that are more
social, mobile, and conversational so they are readily
adopted across your business and help employees stay
productive and efficient working from anywhere.

According to a survey of SMBs conducted by
AMI-Partners:6

72% want to improve operational efficiency
and productivity
67% want employees to spend more time on
strategic work
64% want to achieve better results without
overburdening finance employees
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Top 10 Questions to Ask Solution Providers
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A key part of choosing the right expense automation solution provider is asking the right questions and getting
answers that will help you evaluate what’s best for your organisation. Be sure to keep this list with you as you talk with
solution providers.
Do you have experience with my type of product, service,

How much training will my employees need to master the

and company size?

new features within the system? Is there a cost for this?

Can you show me a hands-on demo with my organisation’s

What is your service-level agreement, and can it be modified

“live” data to show the benefit to the business?

to meet our unique needs?

Do you understand the regulations that will impact my
business? How are these regulations reflected in my
current product, and how will it change in the future?
What is your strategic investment outlook for the next
three to five years? Why? How will that change and
enhance my business?
What levels of support are available, and are they
geographically available for my business?

Can your system integrate with my company’s other IT
systems and those of my partners?
How frequent are product updates, and how do they
happen?
Do you provide assistance in aligning our existing policies
and procedures to enable the adoption of the new workflows
your system supports?
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The Value of Connected Travel and Expense Management
SAP® Concur® solutions work by integrating travel and
expenses into a single, connected experience for
travellers and finance leaders. It’s a way to make the
process easier and safer for your travellers and more
manageable for you – while making sure more of your
budget is spent the right way.

CREATE AN EXPERIENCE THAT IMPROVES
PRODUCTIVITY
When employees book directly with their favourite
brands or forward confirmation e-mails to the TripIt®
mobile app, you’ll capture more of their bookings. And
with the help of the Concur TripLink service, you can
automatically apply your policies.

122 hours per week

Your travellers will get an experience that keeps them
coming back. For example, they’ll be able to see their
travel details in a single, consolidated itinerary and get
a heads up on changes as they happen with the TripIt
mobile app. The SAP Concur mobile app also lets them
snap photos of receipts, toss away the paper, and have
charges automatically added to their expense reports –
so they can stay busy with work, not paperwork.

Average annual time savings after
implementing SAP Concur solutions
that automate travel and expense
management7

7. AMI-Partners Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management Software Study, July 2019.
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CONTROL THE COSTS CONSTRAINING YOUR CASH
SAP Concur solutions give you a sharper, near real-time
view into your travel data – from where bookings are
made to what’s being spent – all in one place.
Armed with that visibility, you can educate employees
on where to book and how to follow policies, while using
automated controls and powerful analytics to more
effectively manage policy compliance and monthly
accruals, track spending against budgets, and stay ahead
of costs and planning. You can see spending by category,
supplier, cost centre, team, employee, and more, giving
you the insights you need to identify where you can cut
costs or even negotiate better pricing with select
vendors, then allocate those savings where you need
them most.

£31,000

Average annual cost savings
after implementing an automated
T&E management solution from
SAP Concur solutions8
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR EMPLOYEES WHEREVER THEY
ARE
Duty of care is the responsibility of every employer.
Whether it is to support the health, safety, or security of
your employees, it doesn’t stop when they’re on the road.

As a result, you’ll be able to see where your travellers are,
so when a disruption occurs, you’ll know who’s affected.
Employees can even get safety information on the
neighbourhoods they’re visiting so that they are better
prepared when they arrive.

SAP Concur solutions help you meet this requirement
by capturing and centralising your travellers’ itinerary
details – no matter where employees book their trips.

With SAP Concur solutions, you can equip your
company to support the safety of your employees,
reducing the risks for your business while increasing
peace of mind for your people.

31% of business travellers prioritise their own safety and well-being
as the most important factor when taking a business trip9

9. AMI-Partners Travel, Expense, and Invoice Management Software Study, July 2019.
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Learn More
Want to learn more about how to evaluate travel
and expense management solutions – and how
SAP Concur solutions can help? Visit us online.
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Learn more at concur.co.uk
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